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Traveling to NY from Belarus



 
Aunt Sarah, 
Uncle Khaim 

and my father 
Rubin



Berel’s attempted immigration in 1923



  
Uncle Khaim 
and Shayna 
Charnaya



   
Last photograph of Uncle Khaim and 

Aunt Shayna



Yad Vashem - The 
Holocaust Martyrs’ and 
Heroes Remembrance 
Authority 

• Central database of  Shoah victims names 

• Pages of  Testimony 

• Khaim Grosman (36) 

• Shayna Grosman (33) 

• Mariasha Grosman (17) 

• Dvoshe Grosman (15) 

• Moisey Grosman (12)  

• Berl Grosman (9) 

• Faitl Grosman (5) 

• Unknown Grosman (2)



  
l to R: Uncle Jake, Grandfather, Me, 

Mother, Brother Elliott, Father -1943



Kehila link from JewishGen



Town Finder from JewishGen



Mother emigrating to Canada 
using another’s passport



Family Finder from JewishGen



Success with Family Finder



Translations using JewishGen viewmate

• To everlasting remembrance for my dear 
daughter Miriam from me, your well-wishing 
[literally: someone who wishes happiness] 

• mother and brother Sora Bayle and Yudel 
Shapiro



A Last Word …….
There are many reasons why it is good to find out more 
about our family histories. Some are obvious and some 
are less so. Such as 

• the joy of  looking through old photos and records 
and remembering our ancestors 

• but also the joy of  solving the mysteries the inevitably 
arise 

• and also the joy of  reaching out to others, whether it 
be existing relatives to hear their stories or people you 
didn’t know about who may have stories of  your 
family 

Because in this digital age, without the human 
connection, we would be living …..

Beyond the Pale!





Back up charts



Searching Ellis Island immigration 

Itzko Greisman. Is that my grandfather Isadore Grossman? 

Wife’s name and town correct 

Later confirmed on Naturalization record 



Searching Lithuanian databases on JewishGen



JewishGen Yizkor Book Project

• Kamay is a distance of  22 km from Rakishok (Rokiskis) and 12 km from Ponemunok; 17 km from 
Sviadashits, from Uzpaliai 24 km and from Dusiat 28 km. There is a river that flows into the Vilye, and 
nearby flows Lake Petrastzik and the wide and beautiful Lake Saol. A beautiful landscape spreads out 
around the shtetl, with large and thick forests, which are ringed by the villages of  Ruzh, Navar and others. 

• Before the First World War, 65 Jewish families were counted in Kamay. Trade was in Jewish hands--there 
was not one Christian shop. There were very few craftsmen, only two blacksmiths, 2-3 tailors, two 
shoemakers, two glaziers, and two shingle-makers. None of  the craftsmen were experts. For the most part, 
when one wanted to have a proper garment made, he traveled to Rakishok, which was sort of  a 
metropolis compared to Kamay. 

• Half  of  the [people in the] shtetl were Chasidim and half  were Misnagdim (opponents of  Chasidism). 
There were 2 shuls and 1 large shul, in which there was davening only on the Days of  Awe. 

• No trace of  Kamay remains. It all perished and was erased. The survivors are spread over the entire 
world, where they must continue Jewish life in the Diaspora and to help build a new life in the Land of  
Yisroel.



ancestry.com


